
HOW TO SELECT
THE RIGHT HEADSET
Before you purchase headsets for your employees, you should consider the following: how 

much travel they do and if they are typically in a private or public space. The best headsets 

for business users have noise-cancelling capabilities through both the headphone and the 

microphone. If you choose to purchase a wireless headset, ensure it can hold at least 8 hours of 

battery power. It is also advisable that the headset can charge while in use.
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Are you ready to get settled 
for working from home?

Make sure to check out our Future Workplace Content Hub: 
https://www.softwareone.com/en/topics/future-workplace

BLUETOOTH 
HEADSETS

Bluetooth headsets establish 
a wireless connection within 9 
meters of their host devices.

 + Easy to switch between devices

 + Satisfactory voice quality

 + Comfortable to wear for a long 
time

 + Quite inexpensive for the 
functionality it provides 

 − Can cause interferences

 − Clarity of your voice may be 
affected

DECT 
HEADSETS

DECT headsets have a strong 
connection up to 150 meters from 

their host devices.

 + No interference issues

 + Incredible voice quality & crystal-
clear sound

 + Largest range of up to 150 meters

 − More expensive than Bluetooth or 
wired headsets

 − Not all DECT headsets support 
mobile phones

WIRED 
HEADSETS

Wired headsets are a cost-efficient, 
classic choice.

 + Best quality for your dollar

 + High-quality sound

 + Mostly a battery is not required

 + No software compatibility issues

 + Most reliable

 − Unable to easily switch devices

 − Limited range
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